and political events that rocketed diamonds to the top of the gemstone hierarchy. 2 The primacy of the diamond has to do, I will argue, with a complex confluence of cultural currents, including the timing of their discovery; the manner in which they were marketed; changing legal relations surrounding marriage, especially the softening of "breach of promise" statutes; the growth of cross-ethnic intercourse; the rise of mass consumer culture; 3 and (not to be overlooked) intrinsic exploitable qualities of the stones themselves-notably hardness and homogeneity-which rendered them ideal for a new kind of "social currency" that emerges at the end of the nineteenth century, serving to facilitate the marital bond. 4 How did such a colorless 5 and unimaginative stone become the sine qua non of marriage? How did we come into a world where the majority of women in the richer parts of the globe expect a diamond as proof of engagement, the modern version of bride-price? How do we understand this ceremonious cement of marriage, the commodity that is both costly and indispensable, "permanent" and yet unre-cyclable-not to mention brittle and burnable-the mass-marketed luxury good that everyone says is beautiful, yet few seem able to identify without the assistance of experts?
(Ironically, it is the homogeneity of diamonds-their plainnessthat makes it necessary for experts to be involved in their selection. Jewelers and gemologists are required to guarantee that the stone in question is genuine since consumers will rarely have a clue. 6 That is why many faceted diamonds come with "papers" certifying authenticity-from agencies like the Gemological Institute of America, the European Gemological Laboratory, the American Gemological Society, or the International Gemological Institute. Diamonds are generally so plain as to be indistinguishable [to the untrained eye] from other common materials of lesser value-like Fabulite, the trade name for synthetic strontium titanate [SrTiO 3 ], which boasts a higher refractive index even than diamond [by about 10 percent], causing diamond apologists to sneer that it is "too flashy.") 7 Part of this story is already familiar: I'm referring, of course, to the stranglehold the De Beers empire has maintained over the mining and sale of diamonds since the end of the nineteenth century. No other cartel has been so lasting, so effective, so durable. 8 Its success can be traced to many different factors: South African leniency (or impotence) vis-à-vis an industry that dominated the national economy; a complex system of distribution that rewards fidelity and punishes the rogue seller; and a penchant for advertising savvy that helped engineer an image of the diamond as "forever" and "a girl's best friend," the exclusive gemstone proof of masculine matrimonial devotion.
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6. Diamonds are among the world's most homogeneous stones, but that is the whole point: you don't want them to look different, if they are to do what they are supposed to do in the betrothal ritual. You want them all to look the same, because (a) their function is to display the marital promise, which must be clear and unambiguous; and (b) you want the buyer-typically the groom-to be able to buy his girl a stone without any particular expertise or even any aesthetic preferences. He only has to have money, and even the amount he should spend is carefully prescribed. She will be pleased, because diamonds are a store of value and a display of commitment; they also are neutral and will go with practically any outfit.
"forever yours" if you try to sell one, since they are made to be retailed only once. (Edward Jay Epstein in the 1980s claimed that the resale value of a stone could be as little as one-tenth what you originally paid for it.) 9 But there is a more subtle side to the story, which springs from qualities inherent in the diamond itself-qualities that make it the perfect stone to serve as the fusing bond of marriage, the luxury good that is also a mass-market item.
Diamonds triumphed, I will argue, because they are "stones without qualities"; they dazzle and sparkle, but at the end of the day they all look pretty much alike. They are, in fact, the world's most homogeneous stones: pure elemental carbon, of course, with an inflexible crystal structure, but also consistently small, unpatterned, easily greased, and inoffensively neutral-I would say bland 10 -with virtually no marks of origins or history, distinguished only by weight and by cut, qualities imposed by the cutter. They differ in this respect from heterogeneous stones such as agate, the patterned stone par excellence; diamonds are the "anti-agate," the Velveeta cheese of the gemstone kingdom, albeit priced like Reggiano parmesan 11 and with the implicit imprimatur that nearly everyone thinks they have to like them.
It is actually the homogeneity of diamonds, their absence of character, then, that is central to their success. No one will deny that the stones are pretty in certain superficial respects-but then so is Cokebottle glass, when properly cut to exploit its refractive index. (Try this, it really works!) The triumph of diamonds has to be understood in terms of their symbolic functions-which have to do with PR and marital history (including laws designed to stop "gold diggers")-but also their physical peculiarities, which facilitate particular sorts of cultural and economic exploitation. Diamonds are the hardest of all 10. "When I saw a real diamond in a lady's ring one day I was so disappointed I cried. Of course, it was very lovely but it wasn't my idea of a diamond": the words are Anne Shirley's in L. M. Montgomery's 1908 Anne of Green Gables (New York: Bantam, 1976, p. 95); Anne had read about diamonds and had imagined them to be "lovely glimmering purple stones"-like amethysts, in fact (with thanks to Abigail Lustig).
11. The price of gem-grade diamonds increases dramatically with weight. In Britain in 1823, for example, brilliant-cut stones weighing under a carat sold for 7-8 pounds per carat; three-carat stones, however, sold for 70-80 pounds per carat, four-carat stones for 100-130 pounds per carat, and six-carat stones for 230-250 pounds per carat. The prices were already standardized enough to be reduced to formulae: the value of the brilliant cut, for example, was reckoned by squaring the weight in carats and multiplying this by eight, the resulting product being the value in British pounds sterling. See John Mawe, A Treatise on Diamonds and Precious Stones (London: Longman, 1823), pp. 10-14.
stones, which is why they tip the edges and blades of many of the world's drilling, sawing, and grinding tools. Diamonds are also white and pure, and deeply ideological, and that too must be part of our story. But first some whirlwind history.
The Political Geography of Adamas
An appreciation of diamonds goes back more than two millennia. The first apparent reference-in Sanskrit-dates from 300 B.C. in India, though, as with many ancient words, there is some uncertainty as to what was actually being talked about. The word we use today derives from the ancient Greek adamas, meaning "indestructible" or "unconquerable," but that term has designated very different substances. Ovid used it in the first century B.C., but he may have been referring to iron-a common use of the term beginning in about the eighth century B.C., as when Aeschylus has Prometheus bound in adamantine chains, with no metaphor intended. Late classical references often seem to be to corundum of one sort or another-meaning low-quality ruby or sapphire, but perhaps also emery from the Isle of Naxos, a non-gem black aluminum oxide commonly used in the ancient world as a cutting powder. 12 As recently as the eleventh century A.D., medieval lapidaries (following Pliny) confused what we would call diamonds with other hard, clear, and translucent stones, like quartz or sapphire. The famous Lapidarium of Marbodus (ca. 1071, written in Latin hexameter) distinguishes Indian adamas (clearly a diamond in our sense) from the adamas of Arabia, Cyprus, and Greece, the latter two of which seem to be silicates of one sort or another (unlike our diamond, which is elemental carbon in a crystalline state).
13
The problem of matching stones with ancient names is difficult and often impossible. Pliny's famous Historia naturalis, for example, describes the physical and medicinal properties of hundreds of stones whose referents are today obscure; we have no way of knowing what he meant by "lizard stone" or "flesh stone" or "tree-eyedstone" or "crab stone" or "Lesbian stone," for example, since there is no way to match up the word with the thing. Philologists have shown that many of the stones he talks about cannot be what they might seem: so topazus is not topaz, sappirus is not sapphire, and smaragdus included many stones that cannot be emeralds. 14 Pliny distinguished six different kinds of adamas, three or four of which were probably diamonds in our sense. His "Indian diamond" is probably the gem-grade article, ditto his "Arabian diamond"-which is most likely the Indian stone from a different trade route. His "millet seed" adamas could be just small diamonds from the same source, and his "black diamond" (siderite) could be either what we call "carbonado", a non-gem diamond used to edge cutting tools, or (more likely, since he says it can be carved) iron pyrite. His "Macedonian diamond" is probably quartz crystal (like our "Herkimer" or "Quebec" diamonds), and his "Cyprian diamond" is probably also some kind of quartz or sapphire. 15 Earlier uses of the term are almost certainly not what we would call diamond: Charles W. King in his Natural History of Precious Stones suggests that the adamas of Plato was probably sapphire, and that the adamas of Theophrastus may have been emery. 16 These confusions are difficult to resolve without further study of ancient texts and gemstone trade routes, not to mention more intimate acquaintance with the kinds of gems you can actually find in these regions.
Similar ambiguities can be found in early Chinese accounts of diamonds. The classical term chin-kang (literally "gold-hard" or "metalhard") first appears in Buddhist writings of the later Han dynasty (25-220 A.D.), where it was used to translate the Sanskrit vajra, designating the thunderbolt wielded by Indra and, somewhat less metaphorically, "that which is hard, firm, and indestructible," including specifically (and later exclusively) the diamond. Later terms include kun wu or kun kang, meaning "jade-cutting knife," capturing the fact that diamond splinters were mounted in sticks to carve or pierce hard stones. Diamonds seem to have been used in China primarily as cutting or etching tools-rarely as jewelry-which may explain their occasional confusion with what is clearly corundum.
17
The "hard clear stone" was sometimes used in Ming dynasty materia medica, 18 though it is unclear how common this practice was.
For most of recorded history, all known diamonds (in our sense) came from India-mostly from one single valley, in fact, in the Kingdom of Golconda in the gorge cut by the Krisna River in what is now the state of Hyderabad. In the ancient world, the location and features of this valley were shrouded in mystery. Alexander the Great was said (by al-Kazwini's Aristotle) to have been the first to make it all the way to the valley, whereupon he "retrieved diamonds from a pit guarded by snakes whose gaze would kill a man."
19 Later versions have diamond hunters tossing meat into the valley, prompting vultures or eagles to retrieve the stones, which stick to the fatty meat. This "Valley of Diamonds" legend has been retold in countless forms: you find it in al-Kazwini's 1288 Wonders of Creation, in Marco Polo's 1298 Book of Marvels, in the Thousand and One Nights of Arabian fame, and in the Seven Wonderful Voyages of Sinbad. 20 These tales invariably stress the perils associated with travel to the region, which may well have been heavily guarded. The Hindu custom of sacrificing cattle with the opening of new mines-whereupon birds would carry away the flesh-has been linked to the meat-dropping element in the story. 21 The Valley of Diamonds legend was probably a deliberate ruse by diamond merchants to disguise the true source of the stones.
22 Diamonds were caravanned northward into Europe from Hyderabad, through Persia and Turkey into Constantinople, or shipped westward, via the Red Sea, to Alexandria and thence into Venice. Antwerp became a cutting center in the sixteenth century, following Vasco da Gama's circumnavigation of Africa and the opening up of India to naval trade. Prior to this time, however, and no doubt for some time thereafter, handlers found it advantageous to keep silent on their sources, lest they lose them to competitors. Rarities are often kept rare by limiting output (as with oil or Bruneau jasper) or by Proctor / The Great Diamond Hoax 387
limiting access (as with mushroom jasper or condor agate-both of whose origins are still secret). What is also interesting about the Valley of Diamonds legend, though, is how it incorporates certain properties of the actual stone. The sticking of the stones to freshly cut meat, for example, captures the fact that the diamond has a greasy, water-repellent surface, allowing it to stick to fat or wax. That is a fact still in use today, since diamonds are mined by sluicing diamond-rich kimberlite gravels over large rotating drums covered with a thick layer of grease: the diamonds stick to the grease, which is periodically scraped off and melted to release the precious gems. Stones from the Indian subcontinent include many of the most celebrated gems ever found: the Hope Diamond, now in the Smithsonian, acquired by the French collector Jean-Baptiste Tavernier and brought to Europe in 1642; the Black Orloff, one of the few known gem-grade black diamonds, once known as the Eye of Brahma; the Koh-i-nûr or "mountain of light," held by the rajas of Malwa as early as 1304 and faceted around 1530, eventually acquired by the East India Company and granted to Queen Victoria; the 140-carat Regent from the Indian Partial Mine, one of the last big diamonds found in India, in 1701; the beautifully engraved Jahangir, said to have hung from the beak of a jeweled peacock on the Mogul emperor's throne.
23
The Great White African Invention India's monopoly of gem production began to erode in 1725, when diamonds were discovered near what is now the town of Diamantina, in Minas Gerais, Brazil, 500 km north of Rio. They were soon discovered in other parts of that country, and the failure to control their supply resulted in a crash in prices. Indian diamond interests responded by suggesting that the Brazilian stones were not really Brazilian at all, but rather Indian stones of inferior quality, leading some Brazilian miners to ship their stones to Goa, in Portuguese India, whence they could be sold as "Indian gems" with the proper pedigree. 24 The Brazilians responded with equal disbelief when the South African deposits were discovered in the 1860s, as did South Africans when Russia announced that it, too, had diamonds.
The story of how diamonds were discovered in South Africa has become the stuff of legend. The first known find was a five-carat stone plucked from a riverbank near Platberg in 1859; the stone was soon thereafter purchased by a priest from its finder for five pounds.
(No one knows what eventually happened to this diamond.) The first "authenticated" find came in 1866, when a fifteen-year-old Boer boy by the name of Erasmus Jacobs picked up a large and shiny pebble, which turned out to be a twenty-two-carat diamond now known as the "Eureka." The boy had been sent to cut a stick with a Hottentot shepherd boy named Klonkie, and it was actually Klonkie who first noticed the stone on the south bank of the Orange River, near Hopetown, and kicked it over to Erasmus, who kept it and used it in the game of "five-stones." His mother gave it to an itinerant trader by the name of Schalk van Niekerk, who famously used it to scratch a pane of glass in the Jacobs' home; the pane is still on display today at the Colesberg Museum, 25 and must be something like Sutter's Mill in the national mythology of white South Africa.
Much of what happened after this time is already familiar, and I will sketch only the barest bones of the story. Diamond prices fluctuated wildly in the early years of the diamond rush, sometimes down to a few shillings per carat. As the world's annual production rose by a factor of ten, and then a hundred, the question became: how do you avoid a plummet of prices? How do you prevent overproduction, and what do you do with the enormous and increasing supply?
26 (In 1998, global production of rough diamonds was officially 115 million carats [23,000 kilograms, or 23 metric tons], valued at $6.7 billion, with finished diamond jewelry topping out at more than $50 billion. Given the recent sensitivity over "conflict diamonds," however, some stones may be circumventing official channels, which would push these figures higher-see below). The solution ultimately arrived at was similar in certain respects to what happened with gold, which was also booming in this period, both from the discovery of new sources and from mechanization of the extraction process. Gold, of course, already had a venerable outlet in the form of coinage-and numismatists will know that many of the 25. Kanfer, Last Empire (above, n. 8), pp. 16-36; Bruton, Diamonds (above, n. 27), p. 27.
26. The cartel's power to control prices was already recognized-and lambasted-by the communist gemologist Herbert Hardt in the DDR in 1954: "Why is the diamond so much more expensive than all other precious stones? Is it such a rare stone? No, it is not so rare, and could be much cheaper. Every year, huge quantities are produced, millions of carats. But the diamond mining companies in the capitalist countries allow only a limited number of stones onto the market. . . . What do they achieve thereby? The prices of these precious stones remain stable!" (Herbert Hardt, Schöne edle Steine world's first gold coins date from the 1860s. But what to do about diamonds?
The diamond engagement ring was one of the greatest triumphs of mass consumer marketing. The "tradition" is said to date back to 1477, when Austria's Archduke Maximillian presented his fiancée, Mary of Burgundy, with a diamond engagement ring, but diamond ownership remained very much an aristocratic frill until the discovery of the South African stones. The South African boom "democratized" diamonds to a certain extent, 27 and by the 1920s you find "Good Manners" manuals recommending diamonds for American brides. 28 The big marketing push did not come until the late 1930s, however, when Harry Oppenheimer of De Beers Consolidated Mines, Ltd., hired the N. W. Ayer advertising agency to boost diamond sales. Plans for the campaign were ambitious. The company arranged for movie stars to flaunt the company's jewels, and Hollywood screenwriters were approached to include "diamond themes" in movie scripts. Producers were urged to diamondize their films: in 1941, for example, Paramount Pictures was cajoled into changing the title of its Diamonds Are Dangerous to Adventures in Diamondsfollowing a De Beers promise to advertise the film in jewelry shops across the country. By 1940, the Ayer agency had placed 3,500 diamond movie stories and 16,500 diamond news stories in magazines such as Brides, Reader's Digest, and the New York Evening News.
29 Diamonds were equated with patriotism, as when headlines and billboards announced "How Diamonds Spark the Wings of War and Peace" and "War Gives Impetus to Diamond Cutting." 30 U.S. Justice Department officials investigated the company for war profiteering shortly thereafter, challenging the implicit message that diamondbuying would somehow aid the war effort; diamond sales were undeterred, however, and returns to De Beers shareholders doubled in
Configurations
27. Diana Scarisbrick, "The Diamond Love and Marriage Ring," in Harlow, Nature of Diamonds (above, n. 5), p. 168.
28. "An engagement ring is a matter for serious thought on the part of the young man. The best that his pocket can afford is what he desires, and a ring that will please his fiancée's taste is even more important. Either by asking her directly, or from someone who knows her preferences, he finds out her desire and tries in every way to fulfill it. The solitaire diamond, as large and perfect as he could afford, has been for many years the standard engagement ring" (Ethel F. 1940 and again in 1941. Profits continued to rise when, in 1943, the company managed to have the price ceiling on diamonds lifted. The campaign accelerated after the war. Ayer sent ad men to lecture American high-school children on "the unique and fascinating history of diamonds" as part of the company's effort to reach "thousands of girls in their assemblies, classes and informal meetings in our leading educational institutions." 31 An advertising blitz launched in 1948 announced that diamonds were "forever" and "a girl's best friend"-slogans coined by the Ayer agency that appeared in thousands of newspapers and magazines, 32 and eventually in movies like Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, where Marilyn Monroe and Jane Russell sang "Diamonds Are a Girl's Best Friend." Accompanying the blitz was also a new formula, according to which an engagement ring should cost a bridegroom two months' salary, before taxes. The intention was to automate the ring-selection process, but it also had the effect of class-coding brides-to-be, enforced by a process of shaming used occasionally even today by diamond mongers: "Spend less and the relatives will talk; spend more and the relatives will rave." It would be difficult to overestimate the success of this effort. Whereas early in the century almost no one in the United States owned a diamond engagement ring, by 1950 about half of all brides would receive one. By 1960 the figure had risen to nearly 80 percent.
33 Even working-class brides were expected to be able to display a diamond.
The crusade was also extended to Europe and other nations. In Japan in the late 1940s, fewer than 1 percent of Japanese women received a diamond engagement ring. 34 Diamonds were not even allowed to be imported. De Beers in the early 1960s mounted a campaign to "democratize diamonds," and by the 1970s three-quarters of all Japanese brides were getting diamonds. Similar campaigns successfully conquered Britain. 35 The diamond cartel still spends $200 million per year on direct marketing, but also sponsors women's magazines, celebrity auctions, and design competitions. It also organizes media theme-plants-paying screenwriters to script stories featuring diamonds in popular television shows such as Baywatch with global viewerships. 35. Bruton, Diamonds (above, n. 7), p. 14.
Along with Coca Cola and Marlboro cigarettes, diamonds have become successfully equated with modernization and have even begun to penetrate the marriage markets of India, China, and Africa. It is hard to name a more consequential propaganda campaign; it certainly has been more lasting than anything Goebbels or Stalin ever dreamed up, perhaps more successful even than the tobacco salesmanship of Philip Morris and R. J. Reynolds, and all without the advantages of physical addiction. The genius of De Beers was to have constructed an entirely new kind of currency, a social currency (in the form of diamond engagement rings) that eliminated the diamond glut and rescued the industry, while also transforming gemstone tastes and marital ceremonies.
Diamonds as Social Currency
Now, economists would have us believe there is "no accounting for taste," a principle so at odds with common sense that Latin is invoked to polish it-I mean, of course, de gustibus non est disputandum, the title of the famous 1977 paper by Gary S. Becker and George J. Stigler. 36 To give these misanthropic Nobelists their due, I should note that there are indeed some striking oddities in the history of valuations: the Aztecs and Incas prized jade and other green stones over gold ("feces of the gods," as Peruvians called the sunny metal); 37 ancient Persians valued pearls over diamonds; the Sumerians, Babylonians, and Hittites all valued silver over gold. There are even peoples known to have cherished copper above all other metals. A comparable modern fact is that aluminum used to be a "precious metal": the silvery, feather-light element was not discovered until 1808, and for fifty years prior to its commercial extraction from bauxite in the second half of the century, it was more valuable even than gold. A bar of aluminum was exhibited alongside the Crown Jewels of England at the Paris Exhibition of 1855.
Many of these early valuations can be linked to beliefs about the healing or oracular powers of stones, 38 but stones were also associated with certain kinds of rank and privilege. In ancient Rome, there were elaborate restrictions on the kinds of stones or metals a senator or a commoner could wear: freed slaves were barred from wearing gold, for example, though some are known to have evaded the ban by painting their rings to give them the appearance of iron. 39 There were similar restrictions in China, where jade was the most highly valued gemstone, especially the uniform, translucent variety said to resemble the green in a peacock's tail in sunlight: white jade was reserved for the emperor, green for the princes, water-blue for the great prefects, while other members of the bureaucracy had to settle for lesser qualities. Commoners were allowed to carry only lower-grade "jade" badges-which were probably most often quartzes of some sort. 40 Sumptuary laws in medieval France barred women from wearing diamonds in public; according to an edict of Louis IX (1214-1270), only the king could wear such stones. Agnes Sorel in the fifteenth century was apparently the first to defy such laws by openly wearing diamonds; as mistress to King Charles VII, she made diamond jewelry fashionable in the French court. 41 Given these changing valuations, and changing fashions, it is hardly surprising that diamonds have not always been at the pinnacle of the gemstone hierarchy. In medieval Europe, they ranked below rubies and emeralds, and by one reckoning had actually slipped to seventeenth place in the rankings that medieval lapidaries accorded precious stones. 42 The legendary breastplate of the high priest 39. "The wearing of a gold ring, because it was a sign of patrician and later of free birth, had such a high value in the eyes of the Romans that some freedmen used the subterfuge of wearing a gold ring with a dark coating, so that it would appear to be of iron" (George F. Kunz 42. Bruton, Diamonds (above, n. 7), p. 10. Benvenuto Cellini in his 1568 Treatises on Goldsmithing and Sculpture prized both rubies and emeralds higher than diamonds. He also recounts in his autobiography how an enemy once tried to poison him by putting crushed diamonds in his food; the supplier fortunately (he thought) substituted citrine, however, and he was therefore (he thought) saved: see Harlow, "Following the History" (above, n. 41), p. 129. John Hyacinth de Magellan in 1788 noted that high-quality rubies above 3 1/2 carat in weight were more valuable than diamonds equally heavy: see of the Bible included jasper (leshem) and agate (shebu) along with emerald (nofek) and "diamond" (yahalom), 43 and prior to the nineteenth century, agates and jaspers could be found bedecking royal crowns. It is only with the nineteenth century that "see-through stones" reach the undisputed apex of the gemstone hierarchy.
What, then, accounts for the rise of diamonds? What was it about them that allowed them to become the sine qua non of marriage, the ultimate symbol of fidelity? Part of the story I have already mentioned: diamond engagement rings were invented to absorb the glut of stones flowing from the South African mines. The trick worked, and demand rose fast enough to keep prices healthy, despite massive increases in supply. It is also revealing, though, how diamonds first became fashionable to the middle classes in America in the 1890s. 44 From early on they were associated with the new wealth and glitz of American show-biz, and eventually with Hollywood and Mafiosi. Diamond Jim Brady (1856-1917), the flamboyant New York railroad tycoon, used to wear more than a thousand diamonds, a practice later continued by Liberace, Cher, and Elizabeth Taylor (a recent American Museum of Natural History exhibit featured the diamonds of Liz Crawford). Diamonds are now so associated with Hollywood glitz that it is difficult to look at the diamond-studded crown jewels of Europe without thinking: kitsch! Diamonds became popular at about the time that annual style changes were entering American culture-a time when clothing fashions were emerging, along with automobile fashions, and much else as well. The rise of the diamond fashion is coincident with the rise of mass consumer culture, 45 though diamonds were also unusual in being both a luxury good and a mass consumer necessity-something like a house or car in having a rite-of-passage aspect, but not fixed to a particular time or date (vs. the 1957 Chevy, 1983 Cabbage Patch doll, etc.). Diamonds were supposed to be classic, timeless, eternal, a consumer good without the distraction of fashion changes. The hardness of diamonds was supposed to reflect the durability and permanence of marriage-an interesting shift from earlier militaristic/masculinist connotations. (In ancient and medieval India, Maharajahs often owned diamonds for symbolic reasons, but rarely displayed them or wore them as jewelry; and in China, diamonds were used as cutting tools for nearly two thousand years prior to being used in jewelry. European kings and princes wore diamond rings, a privilege only rarely enjoyed by their female counterparts.) Diamonds in the nineteenth century were cast as a stable, albeit newly invented, "marital tradition" in a sea of endless novelty: you don't update your diamond, or turn it in for a newer model. Diamonds were therefore unusual in being sentimental in ways that your car or even your house were (theoretically) not. When your wife died you could sell her car, but you really were not supposed to sell her ring. This of course had felicitous implications for the diamond monopoly. The new "tradition" of giving a diamond engagement ring gave the monopoly a stability few other industries could enjoy. Most people got married, so most people needed diamond rings. Demand was always high, since marriages were not going to go away. Diamonds might be "eternal" in some physical sense (see below, however)-but that was not a problem, since diamond rings were always supposed to be bought fresh for each marriage. You were not supposed to buy a used ring, and (again) you were not supposed to sell your ring. Diamonds were supposed to be as permanent as your marriage; abandoning your ring would be like abandoning your marriage. Even when you died, the ring was not to be sold, but rather passed on to another generation as an heirloom. At some point in the future diamonds would presumably begin to accumulate, like hyphenated surnames-but that was a difficulty left to the future.
The diamond industry therefore had an excellent solution to the problem of overproduction. Diamonds were the perfect consumer good: always in demand, attached to a stable social relation, durable, and yet only satisfactory when purchased new. There was the problem that you needed only one, barring divorce and remarriage; the industry eventually responded to this little difficulty by inventing "remarriage rings" marking 25th anniversaries, 10th-year "eternity rings" (in the 1980s), and, most recently, diamonds to be worn by men.
There are two other social features important in the triumph of diamonds, the first having to do with the rise of cross-ethnic mar-riages, the second having to do with the failure of courts to enforce breach-of-promise legislation. Cross-ethnic marriages were on the rise in the Americas at the end of the nineteenth century, giving rise to ambiguities in the rituals to be followed. There was also the fact that in an urban society you cannot really give a pig or a cow as a bride-price; a new kind of social currency 46 was needed to ease the transition, to cement the exchange. The giving of a diamond worked well in this context: you no longer needed to negotiate a complex dowry or a bride-price-the diamond ring cut through all of these hoary rituals, and eventually reduced the process to a simple question of mathematics: how much do you earn? The "two months' salary" rule for the price of a ring helped formalize and routinize the marital exchange, softening a potentially stressful event while also padding the diamond mongers' wallets.
Diamonds coincidentally also came to function as insurance against being jilted by your bridegroom. There is an important seachange in Anglo-American marital law around the turn of the century, when diamonds were becoming popular: courts that had once granted hefty sums to jilted brides became reluctant to enforce "breach of promise" legislation. 47 Women suffering broken engagements had previously been entitled to sums equivalent to the settlement of divorce, but fin de siècle courts were increasingly reluctant to rule on whether an engagement had been genuine or fake. This was partly a response to the rise of "gold diggers"-women falsely proclaiming an engagement, or exchanging marital vows just to extract 46. A currency-i.e., money-is traditionally supposed to have four qualities: durability, homogeneity, portability, and divisibility. It must also be neither so rare that it is difficult to procure, nor so common that it is easy to counterfeit. Diamonds meet these requirements, though there is also a sense in which diamond engagement rings are more like signals of a rite of passage, since they are (theoretically) not supposed to circulate beyond their initial purchase and giving; the fact that diamonds are also stores of value, however, means that they can in fact return into circulation-in the event of a broken engagement, for example. Nineteenth-century British property laws recognized this, barring diamond jewelry from "heirloom" protection (e.g., in divorce or separation disputes, where one party would claim an object as a non-negotiable family treasure)-the reasoning being that jewelry containing precious stones could be broken up and resold. Diamonds were therefore already considered something like currency in this sense, or rather like bullion, since the presumption was (from the legal point of view, at any rate) that jewelry was not something that could evoke "family pride. funds from the prospective husband-but it was also part of a larger unwillingness of courts to adjudicate "subjective" familial affairs or the intricacies of romance. Diamonds stepped in at this point, serving both as proof of engagement and as insurance against the eventuality of a breakup. If your man left you, you still had the ring; diamonds in this sense helped fill the void created when courts vacated the "private space" of marriage.
There are several other ways you could say that diamonds are the quintessentially "modern stone," but let me note in summary only three. First, there is the fact that, being small, hard, and featureless, they are easy to circulate, easy to display, easy to hide, and (therefore) an excellent store of value in transit. The price of diamonds doubled in the French Revolution, for example, as wealthy elites resorted to them as a mobile source of value. 48 Jews fleeing Nazi Germany similarly changed whatever wealth they could into diamonds, which they then hid in an effort to evade Nazi laws barring the transfer of wealth out of the Reich. Hong Kong tripled its imports of cut diamonds from the United States in 1963, following political instabilities in that colony, prompting Business Week to chirp that while girls might be De Beers' best friend, the company's second-best friend was the political refugee. 49 Second, the modern diamond is the product not just of PR and Seinfeld ads, but of Euclid, Newton, and Edison: geometry gave the facet, optics provided the optimal angle of refraction to give it maximum glitter (a problem not worked out until the eighteenth century), and electricity made it sparkle. Even diamond apologists concede that the stones look best in bright electric light-especially polycentric light. 50 Finally, the diamond is a facilitator of modernity as well as one of its most glitzy products. Diamonds enable modernity by simplifying cross-ethnic marriages, by adding luxury to mass consumption, and, importantly, by providing the modern industrial world with cutting and grinding tools of unprecedented durability. As the hardest of all stones, diamonds can mark other stones (or metals) without being marked themselves; they are the "unmarked markers." Diamondtipped tools are a sine qua non of the modern economy, and gem 
The Stone Without Qualities
The preciousness of diamonds is obviously a social artifact (the point is practically a cliché), but I would take this one step further to suggest that it was certain features of the stone itself-its homogeneity, its clarity, its historylessness-that allowed it to become the standard of marriage at the pinnacle of the gemstone hierarchy. I want to stress the word standard, because it is their amenability to standardization that allows diamonds to function as a social currency. In this sense, De Beers and I would agree that there are inherent features of the stone that lend themselves to this unique status as the gemstone of marriage. Where we might disagree, however, is how these features function.
The diamond industry argues that diamonds are indestructible and of incomparable beauty. As the American Museum of Natural History in New York put it, in its 1997-1998 De Beers-funded exhibit: "diamonds are uniquely dazzling, elegant, regal, unyielding, pure, and cool."
Against this propaganda, it should be pointed out that diamonds are not in fact "forever." They are brittle and will break with even a moderate tap of a hammer, 52 and will burn when touched to a sufficiently hot flame. Neither fact seems to be widely known, and the myth of indestructibility embedded even in the etymology seems to be unquenchable. It is an old miner's trick-traceable to a miscon-
Configurations
51. Bruton makes the opposite claim, that the search for gem-grade diamonds subsidizes the exploitation of industrial stones (and keeps their prices low): see his Diamonds, p. 17. Mawe in his 1823 Treatise (above, n. 11) noted that diamond cutting tools make it possible to enjoy the beauty of other stones: "the fine Cameo and Intaglio owe their perfection to the diamond, with which alone they can be engraved. The beauty of the Onyx would yet remain dormant, had not the unrivalled power of the diamond been called forth to the artist's assistance. The carnelian, the agate, or Cairn-Gorm cannot be engraved by any other substance; every crest or letter cut on hard stone, is indebted to the diamond-This is not all, for without it blocks of crystal could not be cut into slices for spectacles-agate for snuff-boxes, etc." (p. 26).
52. Diamonds are very hard, but they are not very tough. Toughness is quite different from hardness: hardness indicates how easily a stone may be scratched, toughness how easily it may be broken. Diamonds are brittle, which means they can easily be ground into a powder. They are actually far more brittle than jade, agate, and hundreds of other stones, all of which are more "forever" in this sense. Jade, for example, is far tougher than any diamond, and is therefore very difficult to break up with a hammer. Samurai swords have been carved from jade, which you could never do with diamond-even if stones large enough could be found.
ception propagated by Pliny 53 -to claim that a diamond will break an anvil: stones are brought to the scam artist, who "tests" one by tapping with a hammer; the stone is crushed to dust, and the unfortunate finder is told that what he or she has found is just worthless quartz. The rest are then bought for a pittance.
This deception provides one of the clues to the value of the stone, circling as it does around the fact that it is not immediately or obviously attractive. The "diamond in the rough" is famously nondescript:
54 greasy and lackluster, the largest ones are invariably kicked around by kids or first sold for a pittance, the finders being unaware of what they have found. The famous Florentine diamond owned by Charles the Bold, duke of Burgundy, in the fifteenth century, was plucked from the dead duke's body by a soldier and sold as "a large lump of yellow glass" for a florin as a souvenir. 55 The 3.1-kilocarat Cullinan was pulled from the wall of the Premier Mine in South Africa by the mine superintendent on an inspection trip, who was sure it was a lump of yellow glass. Diamondologists repeat such stories with the gloat (or envy) of the real estate agent dreaming of how Manhattan was bought for a trifle from the Indians. The miseries of miners are usually omitted from such accounts-as are the bodily routes by which many of the more valuable stones must have reached their final resting points.
Colonic smuggling was a perennial problem for many early mine managers. 56 This was such an acute problem in South Africa a cen- 55. Dickinson, Book of Diamonds (above, n. 23), p. 104. Modern production methods are designed to maximize rates of total carat output, at the expense of preservation of exceptionally large and rare stones. The way the ore is crushed virtually guarantees that large stones will be destroyed-since no stone larger than about 50 carats can survive the pulverizing process.
56. Most diamond mining operations today are highly automated to deter filchingvacuum machines are used instead of whisks, for example, on the desert coast of Natury ago that miners were forced to undergo a "digestive confinement" of several days, during which time their feces would be scrutinized to guarantee that valuable stones were not being smuggled out. (One is reminded of how clams or oysters are "tanked" to get them clean.) The incentive to smuggle was obviously great, since a large diamond could be worth more than the lifetime wages of a hundred African diggers in the heyday of apartheid. Miners were innovative in this regard, sometimes even cutting holes into their skin to hide the precious rocks. No one knows how many of the great crowns of Europe or the bosoms of fine ladies have been bedecked with stones having passed through such orifices, but the number cannot be insignificant. It is not easy to identify a diamond-finders and miners are often fooled, but so are even the owners of cut and mounted gems. Disreputable jewelers are notorious for substituting cubic zirconia (CZ), yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG), white topaz, rock crystal, clear sapphire, or even glass in rings brought in for repair or resetting. What is most remarkable, though, is how easily people are fooled: imagine driving in your brand new BMW for repair and driving out with a beat-up Chevrolet Impala, and not ever noticing the switch! (ABC's Prime Time Live has several times exposed this diamond scam.) 57 New synthetics are going to make the process of identification even more difficult. Small wonder, then, that De Beers has been toying with the idea of selling "branded" or "designer" diamonds, with logos or serial numbers microetched onto the stone-a move also prompted by the effort to distinguish "good De Beers" diamonds from bad "blood" or "conflict diamonds." Treatise (above, n. 11) states that even "the most practised eye" could be fooled by diamond imitations (e.g., using foil or paste), and that the best method to detect such scams was to apply a file to the girdle of the finished stone (pp. 8, 22). Diamonds are not, in other words, what they are usually made out to be. Which reminds me of a conversation I once had with a Persian mystic friend, a follower of the great Jelaluddin Rumi. I complimented him once on his haircut, whereupon he turned to me and said: "it's not the cut, it's the hair." Diamonds present the opposite spectacle: it's all in the cut. 59 
Conflict Diamonds
The question of diamond's homogeneity has recently gained an additional political edge, insofar as worries have grown over how to distinguish "good" and "bad" diamonds, judged by whether they have been used to support armed conflict in sub-Saharan Africa. Diamond politics have always been dirty, but moral transgressions accelerated in the late 1990s, when it became obvious that rebel groups of diverse sorts were using diamonds to finance military insurrections. In the late 1990s, for example, UNITA rebels in Angola earned more than $4 billion from the sale of diamonds mined in rebel-controlled territories; the money was used to finance Joseph Savimbi's struggle against the Marxist party that has run the country since the former Portuguese colony gained independence in the 1960s. Global Witness, a British human rights organization, says that the stones are smuggled across the border into Shangombo, Kalabo, and Mwinilunga in Zambia, where they are "certified" (i.e., "laundered"); they are then shipped to Amsterdam, London, and New York, where they are cut, polished, mounted, and sold to dealers throughout the world. Half a million people have died in the Angolan conflict, which diamonds have helped finance. 60 Diamonds have also helped fuel brutalities in Sierra Leone where, since 1991, tens of thousands of people have been killed or mutilated in a bitterly fought war to overthrow the government. 61 In July 2000, the United Nations Security Council issued an international ban on the import of rough diamonds from that country, but the homogeneity of diamonds has thrown up an obstacle: how does one tell, in Amsterdam or Tel Aviv, whether a particular diamond has come from (bad) Sierra Leone or (good) South Africa?
Right-minded jewelers have struggled over how to distinguish
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"conflict" from "legitimate" diamonds, but so far to no avail. 62 Millennium Diamond of New York City, for example, advertises that it sells only "conflict-free diamonds"-but admits that it is hard or impossible to make the distinction. The problem is that, unlike ivory or agates, diamonds are so uniform that they cannot (so far) be traced to a particular origin. They are apparently unmarked by the particular kimberlite pipes from which they are dug. That was the conclusion of a January 10, 2001, meeting called by the Clinton administration to address the problem: more than a hundred mineralogists, gemologists, and politicians scratched their heads, and came up empty. Some had hoped that diamond pipes would have different chemical signatures in different parts of the world, but so far nothing of the sort has been found. 63 The difficulty is partly due to the homogeneity of crystalline carbon, but also to the stinginess of De Beers, which has made it difficult for scholars to obtain site-sourced diamonds for chemical and mineralogic analysis. It is possible that pipe-specific signatures could be identified if more uncut diamonds were made available for study, but at present these are handed out only to certain favored scholars (e.g., Jeffrey Harris of Edinburgh University). Until they are more freely available-through a mineralogic "diamond bank" of some sort, for example-many of the most pressing questions asked by diamondologists are likely to remain unanswered.
The good news in all of this for De Beers, of course, is that it has suddenly found itself being defined as the source of most of the world's "good diamonds." The fact that no one can tell the good from the bad, combined with the ease with which diamonds are smuggled, means that it is going to be difficult to implement the United Nations ban with any force. De Beers' concerns in this realm should not be viewed uncritically, however, since the entire "conflict diamond" issue can be seen as simply the latest in a string of moves to prop up its diamond business. The hypocrisy of this sudden outpouring of moral conscience is rather striking: the company has never apologized for its century-long support for apartheid, and even now, it remains mute on many of the abusive labor practices tolerated by its Indian affiliates. In the cutting shops in and around the town of Surat, for example, in the southeastern part of Gujarat, an estimated 64,000 children-some as young as eight or nine-are involved in cutting diamonds for the company, and health regulations are virtually nonexistent. 64 Conflict diamonds are big news, but what is the company doing about abuses already within its capacity to remedy?
If people get sufficiently angry over diamonds' being used to bankroll brutalities, could diamond consumption as a whole suffer? (A 1999 estimate put the fraction of "blood" or "conflict diamonds" at about 3.7 percent of the world's total production, so there is a nontrivial chance that a diamond you buy in New York or Paris will be tainted.) Could publicity in this realm cause a popular retreat from diamond wedding-wares, the way consumers in the sixties and seventies turned against ivory, alligator shoes, and fur? (One can, in principle, distinguish elephant ivory from "fossil walrus" or "mammoth" ivory-which are legally imported-though I suspect that some illegal goods get "redefined" as fossil ivory to circumvent the ban.) There are, after all, many other stones as attractive as diamonds (or more so) that are not, as one recent critic put it, "the cause of widespread death, destruction, and misery." 65 Will conflict diamonds open people's eyes to other kinds of gems?
Rocks vs. Minerals and "Race-Mixing"?
The 1933 Oxford English Dictionary defines "semiprecious" stones as those "that may be cut and polished but are not of sufficient value to rank as gems." The distinction between precious and semiprecious, though, is relatively recent. The earliest OED entry for the latter term is 1905, and it seems not to have been in common use until the end of the nineteenth century, though it can be found as early as the 1870s in English and the 1860s in German. 66 The popularity of the term seems to have grown after De Beers mounted a propaganda campaign to boost the prestige of diamonds above all "colored" stones, with its semiobvious racial resonance. The term semiprecious came to be widely used at about the time that words like "semiskilled" and "semiliterate" were coming into fashion, the gemologic point being to denigrate stones that are opaque rather than transparent, patterned rather than plain, diverse and local rather than homogeneous and mineralogically "pure." 67 The term was eventually applied to other commodities, like metals-tin, for example, has been called a "semiprecious metal"-but it must also be said that agateers and others outside the diamond realm have often found the term offensive. The great Lelande Quick, for example, in his 1963 Book of Agates chastised those who took the term to mean "semi-worthless"; he predicted the demise of the idiom, while bemoaning also the trend among jewelers to single out and sanctify the diamond, classing all other gems as "colored stones." 68 Of course, people have always believed that some stones are more precious than others. Jerome Cardan (1501-1576), the Italian astrologer and encyclopedist, was one of the first to formalize the different degrees of value in stones, classifying all brilliant and translucent stones as gems, and reserving the term precious stones for gems that were also small and rare. Diamond, emerald, and sapphire were given the highest rank, being brilliant and transparent; below these were the opaque stones like onyx, followed by those "formed by the conjunction of the two other kinds" of stone, such as jasper. 69 It is not yet clear, though, how many people followed Cardan's rules. Agates and other nontranslucent stones, for example, were still routinely considered "precious stones" well into the nineteenth century. Laurent Natter included agate, chalcedony, and other cryptocrystalline quartzes in his 1754 Treatise on the Ancient Method of Engraving on Precious Stones, 70 as did most other writers on gemologic topics prior to the twentieth century. Agates were discussed in Louis Dieulafait's 1871 Diamonds and Precious Stones and in Harry Emanuel's 1867 book by the very same title. 71 As late as 1933, the OED defined agate, first and foremost, as "a precious stone."
(We also have to keep in mind that the idea of a single scale of "preciousness" is to some extent a modernist abstraction: stones have been valued for many different reasons-magical or medicinal, for example-which must have led to myriad incommensurable scales of appraisal. The reduction of all values to price-Marx's lament in the quote that heads this essay-is a consequence of both the growth of trade and Weberian Entzauberung; though in the gemstone context, it is easy to see why certain stones might be easier to standardize along a single price axis than others.)
De Beers' campaigns were certainly crucial for the spread of diamond love, but there were clearly also other forces at work. One heretofore neglected element, for example, is the watershed distinction made between rocks and minerals toward the end of the eighteenth century. A mineral is a chemically homogeneous substance, whereas rocks can be made up of several different minerals. Quartz is a mineral composed of chemically pure silicon dioxide; granite, by contrast, is a rock composed of quartz, mica, and feldspar. The distinction was significant, for whereas there are theoretically infinitely many different kinds of "rock," allowing for slightly different admixtures of the constituent mineral components, there is a limited number of minerals-only about 4,200 on earth, by recent counts.
72
The distinction between rocks and minerals was developed by Axel Cronstedt in Sweden in the second half of the eighteenth century, not long after the distinction between chemical elements and compounds, and about when Antoine Lavoisier was deflating the idea of phlogiston. The period is a remarkable one: mineralogy becomes essentially a subbranch of chemistry, and the search is launched to identify pure "mineral species" comparable to organic species. The rhetoric of purity was central in the effort. Following the analytic methods developed by Lavoisier, Abraham Gottlob Werner-best known today for his advocacy of Neptunism, the idea that water dominates geogenesis-in a posthumous 1817 treatise identified 317 separate mineral species, including most of those familiar today, such as quartz, feldspar, mica, and schist. 73 This was followed by efforts to explore mineral hardness, as in the famous scale developed by Friedrich Mohs in Germany in the 1820s. James D. Dana's 1837 System of Mineralogy culminates the mineralogic revolution, by which time most of the important minerals had been iden- The distinction between rocks and minerals also carried with it a certain snobbery, especially in a climate where "species" (and of course races) were supposed to be kept distinct. Rocks (such as agate or granite) were boundary-crossers that did not fit well in the newly ordered systems of mineralogy, being mixtures of minerals, and not pure substances. The 1830 Edinburgh Encyclopedia defined agate, for example, as "a compound mineral, formed of different simple minerals, as chalcedony, carnelian, jasper, hornstone, quartz, heliotrope, amethyst, indurated lithomarge, and opal, joined together irregularly"; Edwin W. Streeter in his 1877 book Precious Stones and Gems distinguished between "jewels, or gems proper, perfectly pure" and "half pure precious stones, colored or tinted"-the latter including stones like agate, which he derided as a stone that "strictly speaking, does not belong to mineralogy." 74 Agates, jaspers, and other stones once valued for their figure or pleasing colors as lusus naturae or "sports of nature" were no longer minerals in any systematic sense, but rather impure conglomerations of minerals, with accidents of form considered mineralogically insignificant. 75 Ideas do not develop in a vacuum, of course, and it is important to recall that the nineteenth century was a time when race-mixing was beginning to come under sharp attack, especially from slaveowners and their apologists threatened by Enlightenment pronouncements that all men should be equal. The racial doctrines that would do so much damage in the twentieth century were just beginning to crystallize in the middle of the nineteenth, and it would be interesting to know to what extent there were parallel developments in mineralogy and gemology, leading to the elevation of "pure" minerals over "mixed" rocks and culminating in the invidious distinction between precious and semiprecious gems-the former being clear and chemically pure, the latter being mixed and chemically suspect.
The turning point in this regard may well have been the rise of scientific mineralogy, which led to the recognition that while some gems were (chemically pure) "minerals," most were (chemically impure) "rocks." Diamond for example, regarded in the eighteenth century as a species of "siliceous earth," 76 was discovered to be a tightly packed lattice of pure carbon, a chemically pure substance, and therefore entitled to its own status as a separate mineral species. Sapphires and rubies were likewise shown to be composed of the aluminum oxide known as corundum (or alumina, or Al 2 O 3 ), meaning they were one and the same mineral species, differing only in the colors bestowed by minute traces of metallic oxides. More complex stones, like jasper or agate, resisted simple chemical analysis. Clear agate was chemically indistinguishable from quartz (albeit "cryptocrystalline"), but agates and many other complex rocks often had difficult-to-decipher inclusions from several different quarters of the mineral kingdom, along with complex structural features that were hard to unravel. Agates could be colored by various and sundry metals and metallic oxides, salts, and sulfates-a geodiversity that deprived them of any unique status in the world of minerals. The very diversity that made an agate beautiful became an insult to the eye of the mineralogist: agates lost their status as "precious" minerals and became "semiprecious" rocks. 77 Whether and/or to what extent racial ideologies played any role in this is not yet clear. What we do know, however, is that recent years have seen a growing move to dispense with the term "semiprecious." The Gemological Institute of America for several years has been trying to discourage its use, as have several leading jewelry designers (Susan Harris of Los Angeles, for example, who has polled the million-odd readers of her webpage for alternate expressions, such as "the exotics"). 78 Diamond mongers still like to see the carbon crystal as in a class by itself-though even they have been bitten by the bug of diversity, judging from the recent craze for "fancy" colored diamonds. German lapidaries have long opposed the semiprecious designation, and it may be no coincidence that Germans have one of the lowest diamond-wearing customs of the industrialized world. That may also have something to do with the historical association of diamonds and Jewry, since De Beers made it difficult for Germans to get diamonds in the Nazi era, though the boycott was eventually circumvented.
Adamant Futures
The fact that diamonds are clear, white, and watery does not make their future any easier to fathom. Cracks have appeared in the diamond cartel, though no one has yet flooded the market: not the Russians, who have vaults full of diamonds, nor the Canadians, excited by their recent discoveries in the Northwest Territories, nor the Australians, who know a good thing when they see it. 79 Diamond smuggling finances some of the seamier wars in central and southern Africa, but the quantities reaching the market seem not to have eroded prices terribly far. Prices have fallen somewhat since their peak in the early 1990s, but demand remains fairly high, as the stone retains a ritualistic value. Many people think they need a diamond to get married, just as they think they need a coffin to get buried-and in both cases there are professionals eager to magnify your sense of need while lightening your wallet. 80 The cost to the economy is profound: if the average U.S. marriage lasts eleven years (= 132 months), and if diamonds were to accompany every marriage, then the two months' salary rule would soak up quite a lot of cash-nearly 2 percent of the entire GNP, by this back-of-the-envelope computation. Even if the reality is only a tenth of this figure (more likely, since not everyone remarries, not everyone gets a diamond, and even those who do don't always follow the salary rule, etc.), that is still a chunk of cash. A 1991 estimate for the world jewelry market was $50-60 billion, 80 percent of which was diamonds. Americans at that time bought more than a third of the world's supply, putting annual consumption in this country alone in excess of $12 billion.
Diamond rings were popular in an era of sexual inequality, when women required a bride-price of sorts to ensure against a broken engagement or a vacating husband. In a more egalitarian society, and especially one with a less rigid sense of ornamental aesthetics, the diamond fashion may lose some of its appeal. The habit could also suffer if the purely ritualistic aspects come to be questioned, or if more creative betrothal aesthetics come into fashion.
Another cloud on the diamond horizon could be the availability of gem-grade synthetics or substitutes. Fabulite (= strontium titanite) and cubic zirconia are two traditional favorites, but there are newer threats. In recent years, a clear gem-grade silicon carbide (Moissanite) has been produced with a hardness exceeding 9 on the Mohs scale and much of the look and feel of diamond. It would not be terribly hard for a disreputable jeweler to promise diamond and deliver Moissanite. Fancy laser-driven machines-like the "Adamantis Moissanite Detector" made by Fargostein, Inc., of Memphis, Tennessee 81 -have already been introduced to distinguish diamond from Moissanite. On the other hand, the buffaloed buyers of such gems may not be disappointed, if all they are really after is a clear hard rock with flash and facets which will easily pass as a diamond.
The really serious competition may come from synthetic diamond, which is theoretically indistinguishable from the real McCoy. General Electric produced the first gem-grade stone in 1971, 82 and since this time diamond making and marketing has been launched by the Sumitomo company and (predictably) De Beers. The process is still expensive, but costs are falling. 83 Synthetic diamonds are already being used in jewelry, but General Electric etches a microscopic signature on every stone it makes, to allow jewelers to distinguish synthetics from the genuine article. The Gemologic Institute of America runs a seminar on "Detecting Synthetic Diamonds," using optical and visual tools (synthetics often have a higher metal content and certain optical oddities), but most experts agree that the day is not far off when 10-carat stones produced in the laboratory will fully mimic the natural stuff. If the process becomes easy enough for popular production, will jewelers foist such stones onto an unwary public? Will consumers care whether they are getting a stone grown in the earth or a laboratory product?
It is possible that people will continue to prefer real diamonds, on the grounds that "reality" should be privileged, even if it takes experts wielding microscopes to authenticate it. After all, the situation is not so different now with Fabulite and Moissanite-since most customers already cannot tell the difference, even with these "easy" fakes. It might also be that "real diamond" comes to have a kind of brand-name significance: you buy De Beers, not because you worry about whether anyone could actually tell real from synthetic, but because the company will guarantee the real thing, with all the appropriate stamps and signatures. (De Beers has invested heavily in the synthetic business, "just in case.") There are many valuables that are difficult or impossible to authenticate, where buyers must simply trust sellers-one example being certain Indian artifacts: it is often impossible to date an American Indian spearpoint, which is why "papers" or a label or a good origins story helps buttress authenticity; a naked point without papers, without provenance, has much less value (e.g., on Ebay, where dozens are sold every day). The same may come to be true of diamonds. Diamonds could come with papers certifying authenticity, meaning they were found in "good ground" and not made in a pressure chamber or funneled through bloody rebel hands. De Beers could become a kind of trademark for conflict-free ten-on-the-Mohs-scale crystalline carbon-the way Ivory soap is boosted over Procter and Gamble's, though the products might be indistinguishable.
It could also be that synthetic diamonds will eventually come to replace the genuine article, just as synthetic pearls have replaced the naturally seeded gem, with little apparent loss. With modern culturing techniques, synthetic pearls are pretty much indistinguishable from naturals, and the fact that the cultured varieties still have to be grown in oysters gives them a certain organic authenticity. The situation could be similar for synthetic diamonds, since no one has yet found a way to grow diamonds without the extremely high temperatures and pressures (over a million atmospheres) that mimic the conditions required for stones grown in the earth. I suspect, though, that the price of the synthetic sort will eventually fall, bringing the natural down with it. The modernist aesthetic that favored the pure and elemental diamond may come to grief in this laboratory-nature confusion-a nice payback, one could say, for those who hyped the "purity" of the natural stone. Natural-diamond aesthetics peaked in the plastic era, and it seems somehow fitting that machines can now make the genuine article.
The contrast with highly figured stones such as agates could not be stronger. Agates are heterogeneous and differentiated, and radically marked by place. They can be artificially dyed, darkened, or even infused with dendrites, but they cannot be created whole from their constituent quartz and metal ions-and I will probably not live to see such a synthesis (unless curiosity somehow joins with money in this direction, which is always possible). Even if you do make an agate from scratch, I imagine it will be a very different stone from that which is found at Ojo Laguna in the Chihuahua Desert, or at Horse Canyon, California. One can imagine approximations, but it is likely to be quite some time before agates need "papers." And with diversity keeping prices down, one cannot imagine such a thing as "conflict agate" . . . . I would like to end this essay on a positive note, with a plea for geodiversity, and a plug for those many figured stones derogated with the rise of scientific mineralogy and precious stone (read "clear stone") supremacy. There are, after all, many other stones with insufficiently appreciated figural beauty-agate being just one example. Agate is a storied stone, a local stone, a stone with marks, with attitude. It is the "antidiamond." 84 Agates are stones you can find; diamonds are stones you must buy. Agates are individuals; diamonds are species in the abstract (and rather invidious) mineralogic sense. Agateers can often tell you where a stone comes from in the earth, within half a mile or so, or less; agates are profoundly historical in this sense, more rooted even than plants or animals-and with the capacity to go extinct (once Lagunas are gone, they are gone forever). Agates have character, which contrasts sharply with the ahistoricity of diamonds. That is what I meant by launching this esssay with a jab about the relative prices of agates and diamonds: agates are cheap because they are all so different, and cannot function as a Proctor / The Great Diamond Hoax 411
